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Network: 12 db
Woofer: 2 x 100 mm glass fibre cone
Tweeter: 25 mm high quality silk- dometweeter
Cabinet: Realwood /eggshell painted / high glossy lacquered
Size: (mm) hight:1090 / width:140 / depth:165 (with base 245 x 235 )
Continuous power RMS: 100 Watts
Maximum power hdlg.: 150 Watts
Frequency range: 50 -30000 Hz
Suitable for ampl.: 4 - 8 Ohms
Impedance: 4 Ohm
Packing: 2 pieces
Weight: 11 kg. each Box
Magnetic shielded

Sound and design, moulded as one element. The ultra slim floorstanding
loudspeaker Opus L/06 is the heart of any soundsystem. With a for his 
sizes remarkable foundation he offers a adult bass reproduction and the
basics for the enlargement to a high-end stereo or surround system. Using
the Opus L/06 in bigger rooms this speaker can be supplemented with the
subwoofer SW 200/06. This subwoofer supports him with more volume
and true deep bass pleasure. Opus loudspeaker do tempt eye and ear. Both
worlds - hearing and seeing are staged perfectly.

No matter if you listen to your favourate cd or would like to ex-
perience cinema. The ASW Opus line stands for a compromiseless
good sound. Only because of selecting the best components and
the finest craftmenship these loudspeaker treasures could be ma-
nufactured. Be able to choose cabinets in finishes made of real
wood veneer- lacquer- or high-glossy lacquer, these loudspeakers
look irrisistably good in your living space.The newlydeveloped
long-stroke midrange woofer equiped with powerful magnets,
ultra light coalphase membrane and phase plug is a quarantee for
faster and more precise signal handling. With his low resonance
frequenzy the Opus L/06 is offering a wide spectrum with pheno-
menal bass and transparentness. The dome made of silk is produ-
cing a soundstage that is airy, without unnaturale hardness and
sharpness. The cabinet partly made from solid wood, keeps down
active cabinet resonances. The element wood is offering here 
major advantages versus synthetic and aluminum. Choose your
loudspeaker in a colour that will blend into your interiour. To help
you with this, you can make your selection out of no less than 16
different kinds of veneer- lacquer- or high gloss lacquer finishes.
The voluminous Opus concept is offering a large number of 
combination possibilities, in order to make your home-cinema
dreams come true.
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Network: 12 db
Woofer: 1 x 100 mm glass fibre cone
Tweeter: 25 mm high quality silk- dometweeter
Cabinet: Realwood /eggshell painted / high glossy lacquered
Size: (mm) hight: 270 / width: 140 / depth: 165
Continuous power RMS: 70 Watts
Maximum power hdlg.: 100 Watts
Frequency range: 60 -30000 Hz
Suitable for ampl.: 4 - 8 Ohms
Impedance: 4 Ohm
Packing: 2 pieces
Weight: 3,8 kg. each Box
Magnetic shielded

The Opus M/06 stands for sophisticted HiFi. Despite his small size, the 
Opus M/06 is a wide band loudspeaker with an astonishing bass 
reproduction, which allows him to operate without a subwoofer in
many cases. We would like to emphasize especially the ability for
using this loudspeaker in many ways. There is no area to find where
this loudspeaker cannot be used. Thanks to its fantastic bass repro-
duction you can use this loudspeaker for “large modus“ purposes 
as well. In other words, the perfect partner for Dolby Digital. Or as 
rear – front – or center loudspeaker. The Opus M/06 is always the
right choice. But also our high fidelity stereo lovers find in him, the
right partner.
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Network: 12 db
Woofer: 2 x 100 mm glass fibre cone
Tweeter: 25 mm high quality silk- dometweeter.
Cabinet: Realwood /eggshell painted / high glossy lacquered
Size: (mm) hight: 550 / width: 140 / depth: 115
Continuous power RMS: 100 Watts
Maximum power hdlg.: 150 Watts
Frequency range: 55 -30000 Hz
Suitable for ampl.: 4 - 8 Ohms
Impedance: 4 Ohm
Packing 1 piece
Weight: 6,5 kg. each Box
Magnetic shielded
wallmount included

The requirements to a loudspeaker in modern multi channel systems 
are immense. The same conditions to all sources. The two woofers, as well
as the tweeter, all equiped with large reserves for performance, have to
reproduce dialogue as well as music decent and understandable at all 
times. The reproduction of the voices do fascinates with unexpected pre-
cision and tangible transparentness. The high claim layed on material, 
finishing and acoustic are a quarantee for beautiful concert-and/or 
movie nights, as well as perfect aesthetic.

New media is demanding for new loudspeakers. The Opus C/06 is made for
all purposes, especially when your stereo – or home cinema set has to be a
part of your living room. The flat design and the acoustic tuning is made for
using near to a wall or other demanding positions. Wallmounts (invisible)
belonging to the delivery scale. Available stands to make the positioning
along side your screen possible.



Woofer: 1 x 200 mm long stroke
Cabinet: Realwood /eggshell painted / high glossy lacquered

struted and interlocked cabinet
Size: (mm) hight: 560 / width: 185 / depth: 390
Output RMS : 150 Watts
Output peak : 200 Watts
Frequency range: 30 Hz - 150 Hz
Variable bass filter: 50 Hz - 150 Hz
Phase suitable: 0° - 180°
High-Level inputs
Line-Level inputs
LFE input
Automatic switch on/off
Packing unit: 1 Piece
Weight: 19 kg

Every living room is different, and will hardly taken the demandings of 
positioning a surround system into account. As all the other models, the
Opus SW 200/06 is designed in such a way that it makes the integration 
easily. Because of the special concept with the hidden cable transporta-
tion, many positionings are possible. In every niche or even flat on the wall,
this subwoofer will find his place. No matter what kind of system, home-
cinema or hifi, the rule is: “No bass no fun“ The Opus subwoofer is taken
over that part of the bass reproduction decent from the background. The
immense magnet of the long stroke woofer will give you that home-cine-
ma or live concert feeling.
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Music, for us, is an irreplaceable part of life. Good loudspeakers bring the concert hall into our

living rooms. The multi-channel capabilities of DVD realise the perfect illusion, sound and video

blend together and create a three dimensional audio picture. The ASW Opus-Line stands as a 

tribute to wood and demonstrates the close attention to detail with which ASW loudspeakers

are built. Constructed partly in solid wood the enclosures profit immensely from the exceptio-

nal acoustical properties of this material.

Opus C/06
Tablestand
(available as 
an addition)

Loudspeakerstand Opus M/6
Hight: 810 mm
Diameter base: 230 mm

Wallmounts Opus M (available in the 
colours white, black und aluminium)
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Black oak

Dark oak

Rustic oak

Nature oak

Mahogany

White oak

Walnut tree

Cherry

Beech

Alder

Maple

Eggshell black

Eggshell blue

Anthracite

Eggshell white

White aluminium

ASW Lautsprecher GmbH
D 48691 Vreden · Rentmeisterskamp 26 · Phone +49 (0) 25 67 / 34 34 · Fax +49 (0) 25 67 / 6 33

Internet: http://www.asw-loudspeaker.com · e-mail: info@asw-loudspeaker.com
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